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Abstract

Background: TMPRSS2: ETS gene fusion occurs recurrently in a high proportion of prostate cancer (PCa) patients in
Western countries. However, for Chinese PCa patients, no solid conclusion could be drawn from the present
studies, as the results varied considerably between the limited reports.

Results: In this study, we evaluated the prevalence of such gene rearrangements in a small number of Chinese PCa
patients and discovered that 6 out of 27 (22.2%) were found to harbor the TMPRSS2: ERG fusion, the ratio was much
lower than that in Western countries. Furthermore, we first identified TMPRSS2: EGR1 gene fusion, suggesting other
chromosome rearrangements besides ETS gene family harbor in prostate cancer. The hybrid transcript was
predicted to encode a truncated EGR1 protein by ORF finder, which might play a key role in prostate cancer.

Conclusions: We reported that the total occurrence rate of TMPRSS2: ERG fusion gene in this small group of
Chinese patients was lower than the reported frequencies in European descent patients but comparable to other
reported frequencies in Asian populations. The occurrence of TMPRSS2: EGR1 gene fusion suggested other
chromosome rearrangements in prostate cancer.
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Background
Prostate cancer (PCa) is the second most common male
malignancy and the fifth leading cause of cancer death
among men worldwide [1]. Although the incidence of
PCa is relatively low in China, it has been increased dra-
matically since the 1980s [2, 3]. Extensive studies have
been conducted to understand the genetic mechanism
underlying PCa initiation and progression [4, 5]. In
2005, using a systems biology approach, Tomlins et al.
first reported that the androgen response gene trans-
membrane protease, serine 2 (TMPRSS2) was fused to

E-Twenty-Six (ETS) family genes ERG (v-ETS avian
erythroblastosis virus E26 oncogene homolog) and ETV1
(ETS variant 1) in some PCa patients [6]. Subsequent
studies have shown that such gene fusion occurs at a
relatively high frequency, e.g., up to 65% of clinically lo-
calized prostate cancers showed TMPRSS2 rearrange-
ment in European descent PCa patients [7]. Besides, a
diversity of TMPRSS2: ETS fusion transcripts have been
discovered. For example, Clark et al. showed that an ex-
tensive array of differently sized bands could be detected
using reverse transcriptase–PCR (RT-PCR)-based ap-
proach [8], and Jhavar et al. reported that 15 of 27 pros-
tate cancer samples were found to have altered
transcription of the ERG gene [9]. Among the various
types of fusion genes, the TMPRSS2: ERG fusion is the
most common [10].
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It is well known that PCa exhibits racial/ethnic dispar-
ities in both incidence and survival among races and
countries [11, 12]. Therefore, the incidence of such gene
fusions has been examined in other populations. For in-
stance, Miyagi et al. reported a fusion rate of 28% (54/
194) for the TMPRSS2: ERG gene in Japanese PCa pa-
tients [13], while Lee et al. found a fusion rate of 20.9%
(53/254) in a Korean cohort [14]. Using tissue microar-
rays, Saramaki et al. demonstrated that 37% of hormone-
refractory PCa carried the TMPRSS2: ERG rearrange-
ment [15]. Although there is variation among these
numbers, a comparison between the values found in
Asian populations and the reported 40–60% prevalence
in Western countries suggests that this gene fusion is
lower in Asian than in Western countries. Also, it has
been shown that TMPRSS2: ERG gene fusion prevalence
and class are significantly different among European des-
cent, African-American, and Japanese PCa patients [16].
In China, several groups have also undertaken an effort
to evaluate the occurrence of such gene fusions in Chin-
ese PCa patients. Similar to the findings from the Japa-
nese and Korean PCa studies, Mao et al. found a low
frequency of TMPRSS2: ERG fusions in a Chinese cohort
using a genome-wide approach [17]. Using an RNA-seq
method, Ren et al. identified 3 of the 14 tumors (21.4%)
as harboring a TMPRSS2: ERG fusion in Chinese pa-
tients [18]. However, Wang et al. reported that 46 out of
100 PCa patients had the TMPRSS2: ERG fusion product
in Northern China, a ratio similar to that seen in the
European descent population [19]. Thus, these variable
results warrant further examination regarding the preva-
lence of such gene fusions in Chinese PCa patients.
In this study, we used nested RT-PCR to screen for the

presence of TMPRSS2: ERG fusions in a small group (a total
of 27) of Chinese PCa patients. We found that 6 out of the
27 biopsy samples harbored the TMPRSS2: ERG fusion and
1 sample contained a novel TMPRSS2: EGR1 fusion.

Methods
Patient data and prostate needle biopsy
Transrectal ultrasounds (TRUS)-biopsies of the prostate
were prospectively collected at the First Affiliated Hos-
pital, Zhejiang University School of Medicine. In short,
two-needle biopsies were taken simultaneously from the
same prostate region of each patient. One was used for
diagnosis by pathology, while the other was snap-frozen
in liquid nitrogen and stored at – 80 °C for fusion gene
detection. In all, a total of 27 PCa and 5 BPH specimens
were used in the present study; the clinical pathology
data are shown in Table 1.

RNA isolation and nested RT-PCR
Total RNA was extracted from frozen biopsies using
Trizol (Reagent Cat. No. 15596-026, Invitrogen,

Carlsbad, CA, USA). One to 5 μg total RNA was
reverse-transcribed to cDNA with random hexamers
using the Superscript III First-Strand Synthesis System
(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). The nested primers
used for TMPRSS2: ERG and TMPRSS2: ETV1 fusion
gene detection were previously described by Soller et al.
[20], namely, TMPRSS2-1F: 5′-CGC GAG CTA AGC
AGG AGG CG-3′; TMPRSS2-20F: 5′-GGA GGC GGA
GGC GGA GGG-3′; ERG-541R: 5′-TCA TGT TTG
GGG GTG GCA TGT G-3′; ERG-450R: 5′-TTG GCC
ACA CTG CAT TCA TCA GGA-3′; ETV1-580R: 5′-
GAT GGA GGG AGG TGA GCT GGG AA-3′; and
ETV1-502R 5′-GAC ACT GGC GTG CTG GAT GGT
GT-3′. Two microliters of synthesized cDNA was used
for the first round of PCR, then 1 μl PCR product was
subjected to nested PCR; both rounds were performed
using high fidelity polymerase Primestar (Cat. No.
R023A, Takara Bio Inc., Shiga, Japan). SYBR Green Real-
time PCR Master Mix (Cat. No. QPK-201, Toyobo,
Osaka, Japan) was used for PCR amplification with an
annealing temperature of 65 °C. For standard reverse
transcription-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR), 35
cycles were used. β-actin with the forward primer GAT-
GAGATTGGCATGGCTTT and reverse primer CACC
TTCAC CGTTCCAGTTT was used as a positive
control.

T/A subcloning and DNA sequencing
Following nested PCR, “Adenine” was added to the 3′-
end of PCR products by adding 1 μl 20 mM dATP and
2.5 U Taq polymerase (Cat. No. M0273S, NEB, Ipswich,
MA, USA) to the reaction mixture at 72 °C for 10 min.
Next, the PCR products were subjected to electrophor-
esis and then extracted from the gel, subcloned into the
pMD-19T vector (Cat. No. 6031, Takara Bio Inc., Shiga,
Japan), and sequenced using the ABI Prism 3730 DNA
Analyzer (Applied Biosystems Inc.).

Results
A low frequency of TMPRSS2-ERG gene fusion was
observed in Chinese PCa patients
To evaluate the frequency of TMPRSS2: ERG and TMPR
SS2: ETV1 chimeric transcripts in Chinese PCa patients,
nested PCR was performed to screen 32 biopsy samples,
including 5 BPH and 27 PCa. Gel electrophoresis of the
PCR products showed that 13 out of 27 cancer samples
displayed amplified products, while no visual band was
seen in BPH samples or the blank RT reaction control
(Fig. 1a). Individual PCR products were extracted from
the gels and subjected to T/A subcloning into a pMD-
19T vector for DNA sequencing. However, sequencing
results revealed that only 6 of the cancer biopsy samples
contained the TMPRSS2: ERG fusion, while the others
were all false positives (Table 1). The sequencing results
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also revealed that either exon 1 or 3 of TMPRSS2 (NM_
005656.3) was fused to exon 5 of ERG (NM_004449.4)
(Fig. 1b, c).

Tmprss2-egr1 fusion in prostate cancer
A specific forward primer for TMPRSS2 and a reverse pri-
mer for EGR1 were used to identify the fusion transcript
among TMPRSS2 and ERG1. As shown in Fig. 2a, the
product in sample no.19 was the same size as the product
from the constructed no.19 T-vector. The sequencing of
the product also confirmed that the TMPRSS2 gene was
indeed fused to EGR1 in sample no. 19 (Fig. 2b, c). Then,

we analyze the whole fusion transcript by NCBI ORF
finder to estimate its possibility of encoding protein. The
initiation for translation was predicted to occur within
exon 2 of EGR1(NM_001964.2), which can encode an N-
terminal truncated protein but less 163 amino acid than
normal EGR1. Interestingly, the predicted structures of
the truncated protein retained both SPF1 and zf-C2H2
domain and the phosphorylation sites (Fig. 3a, b).

Discussion
TMPRSS2: ERG fusion is believed to play a critical role
in detecting and managing prostate cancer. In tissue,

Table 1 Clinical data and TMPRSS2:ERG gene fusion status from the 27 cases of prostate cancer and 5 cases of BPH with needle
biopsy samples

Case No. age pathology diagnosis TPSA(ng/ml) FPSA(ng/ml) Gleason score TMPRSS2:ERG gene fusion

1 74 PCa 7.949 1.799 3+3 neg

2 75 PCa 17.163 1.212 4+4 neg

3 67 Pca 9.338 1.227 3+4 T1/E5 and T3/E5

4 74 PCa 26.623 3.797 4+3 neg

5 64 BPH 18.865 3.256 ND neg

6 83 BPH 16.518 0.781 ND neg

7 70 PCa 11.612 1.246 3+4 neg

8 64 BPH 4.728 1.369 ND neg

9 85 BPH 7.676 1.184 ND neg

10 73 BPH 8.234 1.294 ND neg

11 65 PCa 15.8 ND 3+3 T1/E5

12 68 PCa 254.427 16.837 4+3 T1/E5

13 67 PCa 17.696 1.461 3+3 neg

14 76 Pca 86.491 12.129 4+5 neg

15 59 PCa 8.372 0.883 3+3 neg

16 67 PCa 6.72 0.47 4+5 neg

17 69 PCa 18.67 0.89 3+4 neg

18 64 PCa 30.224 1.609 4+4 T1/E5

19 53 PCa 56.975 7.59 4+4 *

20 71 PCa 19.21 5.046 4+5 neg

21 65 PCa 261.547 14.391 4+4 neg

22 83 PCa 184.176 20.899 4+4 neg

23 79 PCa 18.03 3.88 4+4 neg

24 70 PCa >1000 ND 4+5 neg

25 71 PCa 5.7 ND 4+5 neg

26 69 PCa 10.2 ND 3+5 neg

27 67 PCa 15.5 ND 4+4 T1/E5

28 78 PCa >1000 >30 3+5 neg

29 73 PCa 387.1 >31 4+4 T1/E5

30 66 PCa 88.7 8.87 3+4 neg

31 ND PCa 19.5 3.4 3+3 neg

32 70 PCa 13.05 ND 5+4 neg

ND, no data; Neg, negative ;* TMPRSS2:EGR1 fusion
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TMPRSS2: ERG fusion markedly improved the improved
PCa specificity compared with prostate-specific antigen
(PSA) or derivatives or related kallikreins [21, 22]. The
TMPRSS2: ERG fusion transcripts in urine samples were
found to be one of the most advanced urine-based

prostate cancer (PCa) early detection biomarkers. When
combined with urinary marker PCa antigen 3 (PCA3),
urinary TMPRSS2: ERG has been reported to provide
high specificity and sensitivity in diagnosing PCa [23]. In
the logistic regression models, termed Mi-Prostate Score

Fig. 1 Detection of TMPRSS2: ERG hybrid transcripts in needle biopsy samples from Chinese PCa patients. a Representative gel electrophoresis
results of TMPRSS2: ERG gene fusion as detected by nested-PCR. M, molecular markers; lane 1, negative control; lanes 2–15, PCa samples; lane 16,
BPH sample. b The PCR products were extracted from the gel, then subcloned into the pMD19-T vector. The hybrid transcripts were identified by
sequencing. c The schematic structure of the TMPRSS2 (NM_005656.3) and ERG (NM_004449.4) transcripts, as well as their hybrid mRNAs. The
coding region is shown in deep color
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(MiPS), the information from urinary TMPRSS2: ERG
and PCA3 improved on serum prostate-specific antigen
(or a multivariate risk calculator) for predicting the pres-
ence of PCa and high-grade PCa on biopsy [24]. Besides,
there is evidence that the presence of the TMPRSS2: ERG
fusion is a possible prognosticator of PCa outcome. In a
cohort of localized PCa patients treated by watchful wait-
ing, TMPRSS2: ERG fusion was reported in association
with Gleason score and cancer-specific death [25]. In

black South African men, the presence of TMPRSS2-ERG
fusion was found to inversely associate with aggressive
prostate cancer and low-grade disease in younger patients
[26]. The presence of TMPRSS2: ERG fusion could in-
crease cell migration and subcutaneous tumor size and
promote bone metastases of prostate cancer by stimulat-
ing bone formation and inhibiting the osteolytic response
[27, 28]. Given the importance of TMPRSS2-ERG fusion
in the early detection and management of PCa, there is

Fig. 2 Expression of TMPRSS2: EGR1 fusion gene in needle biopsy samples of PCa patient no. 19. a Detection TMPRSS2: EGR1 gene fusion by nest
PCR. M, molecular mark; lane 1, the TMPRSS2: EGR1 T/A clone vector; lane 2, no. 19 sample cDNA; lane 3, ddH2O as negative control. b TMPR
SS2:EGR1 hybrid transcript was identified by sequencing. Position no. 268 of TMPRSS2 exon 4 was fused to position no. 721 of EGR1 exon 2. c
The schematic structure of TMPRSS2(NM_005656.3), EGR1 (NM_001964.2), and their hybrid mRNAs. The coding region was shown in deep color
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therefore an urgent need to identify the prevalence of this
gene rearrangement in different populations.
Since the discovery of the TMPRSS2: ETS fusion gene

in PCa in 2005, the prevalence of this gene rearrange-
ment has been extensively investigated in different popu-
lations. As it is known that the incidence and mortality
of PCa vary among different ethnic, racial, and national
groups [29], the possibility existed that the occurrence of
such gene fusions would differ among different popula-
tions. Accumulating evidence supports this difference,
and it is now clear that European PCa patients have a
higher (over 40%) fusion rate as compared to Asian pa-
tients (around 20%) [16]. However, for Chinese PCa pa-
tients, no solid conclusion could be drawn at present, as
the observations varied greatly between the limited re-
ports. Therefore, in our study, we first screened for this
gene fusion in a small number of Chinese PCa patients.
Our results showed that the total frequency of the
TMPRSS2: ETS fusion gene was 25.9% (7 out of 27),
while the frequency for the TMPRSS2: ERG fusion was
22.2% (6 in 27) in needle biopsy samples taken from

Chinese PCa patients. Even though such a small number
does not provide any significant statistical power, it still
offers some basic information regarding the incidence of
such gene fusion in Chinese PCa patients. These results
are similar to those observed by Mao et al. [17] and Ren
et al. [26], but are much lower than those reported by
Wang et al. [18, 19]. It has been suggested that many fac-
tors could contribute to such differences, such as the sam-
ples selected, the patients’ age, preoperative PSA levels,
tumor stage, Gleason scores, etc. [19]. Interestingly, Mao
et al. used the single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP)
array analysis [17], Ren et al. used RNA-seq [18], while
Wang et al. used fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH)
analysis [19]. As high-throughput technologies such as
RNA-seq can provide information with much higher reso-
lution, results obtained using such techniques may be
more accurate. For example, when we only looked at the
nested RT-PCR results (Fig. 1a), a fusion rate of 48.1% (13
out of 27) could be calculated. However, after subcloning
and sequencing, only 6 cases were confirmed as true posi-
tives. Therefore, we believe that in Chinese PCa patients,

Fig. 3 Structure of putative truncated protein coded by TMPRSS2-EGR1 hybrid transcript. a The coding sequence predicted by NCBI ORF Finder.
The highest rank of the open reading frame is + 2 frame shown in green. b The schematic structure of TMPRSS2(NP_005647.3), EGR1
(NP_001955.1) protein, and the putative truncated protein coded by their hybrid mRNA. The predicted structure contains SPF1, zf-C2H2 domain,
and all three phosphorylation sites
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the fusion rate should be around 20%, as reported in Japan
and Korean cohorts. Still, a much larger and more detailed
study of a Chinese PCa cohort is necessary to answer this
question definitively
Egr1, the transcription factor early growth response 1,

overexpressed in most aggressively prostate cancer but
usually low in normal prostate tissue, encoded a 59 kDa
protein while its phosphorylation showed 80 kDa by
electrophoresis [30]. However, the role of Egr1 in tumor
growth was still controversial. In prostate cancer, the
high expression of Egr1closely link to the tumor devel-
opment stage and Gleason score [31], while in human
fibrosarcoma, Egr1 can inhibit the tumor transformation
through induction of TGF-β1, fibronectin, and plas-
minogen activator inhibitor-1 [32], which was possibly
due to the loss of function of P53 and PTEN in prostate
cancer [33]. Here, we reported a new gene fusion in one
case of prostate cancer, which involved in 5′ end of
TMPRSS2 fusing to EGR1 but failed to detect the new
gene fusion in other samples. We analyzed the whole fu-
sion transcript by NCBI ORF and found the predicted
structures of the truncated protein retained both SFP1
and zf-C2H2 domain and the phosphorylation sites. As
zf-C2H2 is a zinc finger domain, a classical DNA bind-
ing domain [34]and SFP1 is a transcription factor [35],
these domains in EGR1 further strengthened its function
as a transcription factor. Although more sample needs
to be screened to further verify the frequency of TMP-
EGR1 gene fusion in prostate cancer, we infer it would
be rare like other fusion gene ETV4 or ETV5 according
to the present results [36, 37].

Conclusions
In conclusion, in the present study, we reported that the
total occurrence rate of TMPRSS2: ERG fusion gene in
this small group of Chinese patients was 22.2% (6/27),
which is lower than the reported frequencies in Euro-
pean descent patients, but comparable to other reported
frequencies in Asian populations.
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